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1.1 Introduction. Feldspars are the most abundant
mineral species in both the oceanic and continental crust,
making up 50–60% by volume. They are framework
aluminosilicate minerals with the general formula MT4O8,
where M is usually Ca2+, Na1+ or K1+, and T is Al3+ or
Si4+, with Al >1 and <2. They have either monoclinic or
triclinic symmetry and exhibit considerable solid solution
at high T, but very little at low T, when almost all natural
feldspars are intergrowths of two or more feldspar phases.
Fig 1.1 Polished surface
of porphyritic granite
from Shap, Cumbria

1.3 Intergrowths of an Or-rich phase and an Ab-rich
phase, known as perthitic intergrowths (Fig 1.3), form by
exsolution during cooling of homogeneous AF. They are
called cryptoperthite when sub-optical, microperthite when
visible in an petrographic microscope and macroperthite
when visible unaided. The term perthite is used strictly for
crystals with an Or-rich bulk composition in which Ab-rich
lamellae occur in an Or-rich matrix. Antiperthite has an Abrich matrix and mesoperthite has approximately equal
proportions of the Ab- and Or-rich phases. Terms such as
cryptoantiperthite and micromesoperthite are also used.
Cryptomesoperthites can act as diffraction gratings,
producing iridescence, seen in the familiar architectural
syenite, larvikite.
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Nomenclature Fig 1.2 The maximum extent of solid
solution in feldspars, at >1000°C . No feldspars crystallize
in the unshaded field. The boundary between plagioclase
and alkali feldspar is placed, for convenience only, on the
line where An = Or. The named subdivisions of PL at 10,
30, 50, 70 and 90% An are based solely on composition.
Anorthoclase and high albite are triclinic at room T but
become monoclinic when observed at elevated T because
of the shearing transformation. Sanidine is monoclinic at
all T.

Low PL in the fully shaded area near the Ab–An join (Fig
1.3), are strongly non-ideal and there are three miscibility
gaps leading to sub-optical intergrowths,: Peristerite: An2–
An25 Bøggild: An38–An62 Huttenlocher: An64–An90. These
sometimes cause optical iridescence. ‘Labradorescence’ is
caused by Bøggild intergrowths. TEM must be used to
image these intergrowths.

The framework deforms spontaneously around the M site
at the shearing transformation (ST) in Na- and Ca-rich
feldspars so that anorthoclase and all PL are triclinic at
room T. The ordering transformation(5) is comparatively
slow because Al- and Si-O bonds must break in the strong
framework. In disordered feldspars, sites labelled T1 and
T2 in Fig. 1.4 are occupied at random by Al and Si, but in
ordered feldspars Al is located in site T1(0) (one set is
shown as black circles) and symmetry is lost. There are
two alternative T1(0) sites (Fig 1.4 and its mirror image),
related in a similar way to twinning on the Albite law
[reflection across a (010) composition plane]. Diffusion
of Al into T1(0) sites in albite occurs mainly in the orange
band in Fig. 1.5. Intermediate microcline occurs naturally
but its stability is doubtful.
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At room T all PL are triclinic, but in AF only feldspars from
Ab100 to Ab60or40 are invariably triclinic. At high T all AF
are monoclinic. There are two mechanisms for the
symmetry change. In AF with >Ab60 it occurs by a rapid
shearing phase transformation caused by twisting of
Si- and Al-tetrahedra (ST on Figs 1.5, 1.7). In Or-rich
AF it takes place by a slow ‘diffusive’ order–disorder
transformation in which Al ions, distributed randomly
between four equivalent sites at high T, become ordered
on one of these sites during cooling (Fig. 1.4).
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Fig 1.3(4) Feldspars stable below ~300 °C. Solid solution
is limited to the black shaded areas. The stable phases
are triclinic low microcline, low albite and anorthite, all
with Si–Al order. Orthoclase is a metastable monoclinic
Or-rich feldspar with a ‘tweed’ microstructure composed
of alternating triclinic ordered domains at the scale of a
few nm. In PL, ordering (giving low plagioclase), leads to
changes of lattice type and optical properties but not
crystal class (Fig 1.7). PL in the range ~An25–An75 has a
structure known as e-plagioclase in which thin slabs with
albite-like and anorthite-like ordering patterns alternate
with a periodicity that is out of step (‘incommensurate’)
with the overall lattice.

1.4 Crystal structure and symmetry(5) All feldspar
structures are based on Fig 1.4. In triclinic feldspars the
unit cell is distorted in a right- or left-handed sense relative
to the mirror plane m and the symmetry is lost. The
maximum departure of the cell angles from 90° is α
94.3° and γ 87.7° in low albite.
The framework is strong but tetrahedra can tilt in complex
ways making it slightly elastic. The M ions occupy large
and irregular sites. In AF the M ions have different ionic
radii ([8]K1+ 0.151, [7]Na1+ 0.112 nm) but the same charge,
whereas in PL they have similar radii ([8]Ca2+ 0.112 nm)
but different charges. For charge balance in PL,
substitution of Ca2+ and Al3+ must be coupled, leading to
fine-scale exsolution microtextures. In AF K and Na can
diffuse relatively rapidly through the structure during
perthitic exsolution because they are not charge-coupled
to the elastic framework.
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Fig 1.5(6) Stable equilibrium ‘strain-free’ phase diagram
for An-free alkali feldspars with equilibrium Si–Al ordering,
at atmospheric P.
1.5 Phase equilibria(6,7) Phase compositions in perthites
and of pairs of feldspars growing simultaneously from
magma or during metamorphism are defined by a ternary
solvus surface (Fig 2.5) but principles can be illustrated
using the binary system Ab–Or (Figs 1.5, 1.6). The solvus
curve in Fig. 1.5 is for separate, ‘strain-free’ or ‘incoherent’
feldspar phases with equilibrium Si–Al order(6). (Feldspar
pairs which share a common Si–Al–O framework lie on a
coherent solvus, Fig 2.1). At low PH2O (Fig 1.5) solidus
and solvus do not intersect. A single feldspar is in
equilibrium with all liquids, as in hypersolvus igneous
rocks.
Elevated PH2O (Fig 1.6)(6) lowers solidus T markedly, and
P increases solvus T (by ~200°C GPa-1) causing solidus
and solvus to intersect at ~400 MPa. Two feldspars are in
equilibrium with liquid at the solidus, as is the case in
subsolvus igneous rocks. An in AF and Or in PL will
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Fig 1.4 Structure of sanidine (monoclinic, C2/m) viewed
on (001). The framework of T sites is shown, but not the
tetrahedra of oxygen surrounding them. The distribution of
Si or Al for an ordered feldspar is shown in two diagonal
chains, illustrating how symmetry is lost when ordering
occurs. Atoms are not to scale.
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1.2 Components and phases(3). Common feldspars are
ternary solid solutions of three components:
CaAl2Si2O8 (anorthite: An)
NaAlSi3O8 (albite: Ab)
KAlSi3O8 (orthoclase: Or)
Solid solutions with a predominance of An+Ab form the
plagioclase feldspar series, those predominantly
composed of Ab+Or form the alkali feldspar series. At
stable equilibrium a rock can contain only two feldspar
phases, a plagioclase phase (abbreviated here to PL) and
an alkali feldspar phase (AF).
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Feldspars are often pink (like the orthoclase phenocrysts
in the granite, Fig. 1.1) or white (the plagioclase in the
matrix) and variably transparent(1). This turbidity is caused
by large numbers of sub-μm pores produced by reactions
with fluids. Crystals that have escaped such reactions are
glass clear and colourless in small fragments or dark green
in massive samples of plutonic rocks. Most have two
prominent cleavages, (010) and (001), at right angles,
although these may be poorly developed in volcanic rocks.
Triclinic crystals are usually macroscopically monoclinic,
because of repeated fine scale twinning(2).
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Fig 1.6(6) Metastable phase diagram for An-free
disordered alkali feldspars at PH2O 500 MPa. Two
feldspars are in equilibrium with liquid at the eutectic E. All
feldspars are disordered.
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considerably increase the T at which the intersection of
the solvus with the solidus occurs (Fig 2.5). Feldspars
crystallizing during low T metamorphism and diagenesis
are close to pure Ab and Or.
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Fig 1.7(7) Phase diagram for Or-free plagioclase feldspars,
showing liquidus and solidus curves at atmospheric P and
probable subsolidus relationships in feldspars with
equilibrium order.

In PL (Fig 1.7)(7) the T of the liquidus–solidus loop is
strongly dependent on PH2O and also on the small amount
of Or that all PL contain. Strong compositional zoning,
developed during crystal growth, often survives in PL
because Ca is coupled to Al and diffusion of T ions is slow.
Crystals with An-rich core are ‘normally’ zoned, those with
more Ab-rich cores have ‘reversed’ zoning. Zoning is most
common in crystals with >Ab40 because the gap between
liquidus and solidus is larger and T are lower, so that
zoning is not destroyed by diffusion.
The sub-optical peristerite, Bøggild and Huttenlocher
intergrowths probably correspond with solvus curves that
are conditional on Si–Al ordering. Breaks in the
compositional range of metamorphic plagioclase are
ascribed to these miscibility gaps.

